Go-Ahead and Aimteq combine
to save 30% on gas consumption
in bus depot estate
Aimteq’s installation of
WEMS wireless BEMS
technology into GoAhead’s bus depot
estate has led to
significant reductions
in gas consumption,
with average savings
of 30%.
With returns such as this, the company
estimates that it is on course to achieve
payback on its investment within just
two years.
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Large depots
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Straightforward
installation
Mr Grinsted singles out Aimteq for
praise, stating that the installations
were completed with minimum
disruption, while the company’s liaison
and communication skills with each
individual depot proved exemplary.
“Going wireless was one of the big
attractions of WEMS technology,” he
says. “It is easy and quick to install, and
cost-effective too. At some sites we
linked the pit area doors to the BEMS.
With buses regularly coming in and
out, the doors can sometimes be left
open, which means we only succeed in
creating a warm draught. Now however,
should the doors remain open for
longer than two minutes, the heating
switches off automatically until they are
closed.”
A further aspect of the solution favoured
by Go-Ahead is Aimteq’s advanced and
comprehensive bureau service that sits
behind the WEMS technology.
“We find this very useful,” says Mr
Grinsted. “It’s far better than giving an
in-house member of staff the task of
being ‘BEMS man’. For a start, you need
a motivated, interested person, and
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“Going wireless
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and quick to install,
and cost-effective too”
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which is where we see big opportunities
for savings.”

Need help with your
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Call us today
0161 475 1777
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